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Due to his leadership qualities and his service to
the members, he has been elected as a Regional
secretary in his first biennial conference held at
Hyderabad during November 2016.

Mr. K R Narendra Reddy, a young person, with a
great energy, is one of the youngest Regional
secretaries of CBOA.
Everyone has observed his confidence level,
while submitting RS report at Jaipur CC meeting,
where he has reported that my AGM will not take
any decision without consulting me, which shows
his commitment to the Bank too.
He has completed his BTech from JNTU and MBA
from Osmania University, Hyderabad. During the
college days he used to lead the many
organizational events.
He has joined in this great Bank in the year 2014
as a P.O. Immediately after training at STC
Hyderabad, he has been posted to Bangalore
Rural circle and from the day one of his service
he used to participate very actively in the
association activities and used to bring the
problems and issues of the members to the
knowledge of top office bearers of the region.
This made him to be recognized by the then RS
and DGS of Bangalore rural circle Sri Gajanana
and Sri Prakash.

He has got the inspiration from our great leader
Sri G V Manimaran to help the needy and to
strengthen the unity among officers and in his
starting career he was greatly inspired from
Guruji Sri Subbarao.
He has chosen the path of trade union to bridge
the
gap
between
members
and
the
management.
As the members hesitate to talk to the
management directly and many of their issues
cannot be solved, so one layer should be there in
between, which can represent to the
management and solve the problems. As a leader
of association, can solve the problems, so he has
chosen the trade union path.
His dream is the strongest CBOA and there
should not be any other association except
CBOA.
He used to talk with all the members and
available round the clock and whatever the
knowledge he has got on various issues used to
be shared with the other members.

With his active involvement, Thumkur region in
Bangalore circle is the top most region in
recovery of D4 and Loss assets during canpal
recovery camps.

Presently he is working in TM Section of thumkur, where he has helped many branches by
tallying minor subsidiaries.
Many branches have kept written off amount wrongly in GLS instead of crediting it to
Commission.
He has found out an amount of nearly Rs 1.2 crores, which was adjusted towards the
commission.
Hats off to you Narendra and wish you will continue the same spirit and tempo in the days to
come and wish for more contribution for the members cause and also in improving our Mother
Bank's BUSINESS AND PROFIT.
******

